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Abstract— Most of the studies based on tracking individuals, crowd counting, finding the region of motion and crowd 

detection. Crowd detection and density estimation from crowded images have a wide range of application such as crime 

detection, congestion, public safety, crowd abnormalities, visual surveillance and urban planning. The purpose of crowd 

density analysis is to calculate the concentration of the crowd in the videos of observers. Pattern recognition technique helps to 

estimate the crowd detection count and density by using face and detection. The job of detecting a face in the crowd is 

complicated due to its variability present in human faces including color, pose, expression, position, orientation, and 

illumination. The counting performance has been steadily improved because of Deep Convolutional Neural Network..  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, the human population is growing in extreme 
rate hence the growth has indirectly increased the incidence of 
the crowd. The motive of assembly has major result in wide-
range assets and crowded behavior. There is a lot of interest 
in much scientific research in public service, security, safety 
and computer vision for the analysis of mobility and behavior 
of the crowd[1]. The job of detecting a face in the crowd is 
complicated because of showing variance human faces 
including color, pose, expression, position, orientation, and 
illumination. 

Due to a crowded crisis, there are large crowds of confusion, 
consequence in pushing, mass-panic, stampede or crowd 
crushes and causing control loss[8]. Some examples of crowd 
tragedies, crushes, stampede, like Heavy rains killed 22 
people and injured hundreds of others in the afternoon 
between Mumbai, Parel and Elphinstone Road 2017, 27 
pedestrians died due to a stampede on the banks of Godavari 
river 2015 in southern Indian state of Andhra Pradesh as 
shown in Fig. 1, 32 people died and 26 others injured after the 
Stampede held on the occasion of Diwali at Gandhi Maidan 
2014. 

To prevent these fatalities, automatically detection of critical 
and unusual situations in the dense crowd is necessary. As a 
result, definitely will help, to make emergency controls and 
appropriate decisions for security and safety[1]. Crowd 
detection is one of the most challenging tasks in visual 
surveillance systems. This system can be used for detection 
and count people, crowd level and also alarms as the presence 
of the dense crowd. 

 

Figure 1. A Crowd Image Example - Bank of Godavari,  
Datia District  

[source-https://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/random-
harvest/stampedes-as-indian-as-taj-mahal/] 

The purpose of a crowded counting is to count the number of 

people in the crowded places[2]. There are some applications 

of crowd detection, such as (1) Safety Control - Video 

surveillance cameras for safety purpose in places such as 

sports stadium, shopping malls and airports have validated 

monitoring of crowd for behaviour analysis, congestion 

analysis, and anomaly detection. (2) Disaster Management - 

Crowd gathering such as music concerts and political rallies 

face the risk of disasters such as stampede. Need to use for 

early overcrowding detection. (3) Public Areas - There are 

many of public locations where crowd level may be high such 

as malls, stations, terminals and some others which may be 

affected by human health. (4) Visual Surveillance - Public 
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places such as playground and huge arena are very crowded 

hence this type of system may fail to detect an individual in 

the crowd. Visual Surveillance system helps to reduce the 

failure percentage by anomaly detection and alarming.   

Crowd counting systems consist of various approaches such 

as detection and regression-based estimation. Detection based 

approach involves to segment and recognize each individual 

crowd scenes followed by counting with some classifiers[9]. 

Recently, Regression based approach used Convolutional 

Neural Network (CNN). Challenges - There are many 

challenges in crowd analysis such as occlusions, high clutter, 

contrast variations, non-uniform distribution of people, non-

uniform illumination, low resolution, intra-scene and 

inter-scene variations[2]. 

Zhan et al.[10] and Junior et al.[11] studied and reviewed 

existing practices for general crowd analysis. Li et al.[12] 

surveyed different methods for such crowd scene analysis 

such as crowd motion pattern learning, crowd behaviour, 

activity analysis and anomaly detection in crowds. Loy et 

al.[13] provided a detailed description and comparison of 

crowd count based on video images. While comparing with 

other approaches CNN-based approaches have managed to 

extremely reduce error rates. 

Paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes Approaches 

to Crowd Detection System approaches. Section 3 surveyed 

on CNN based methods. Section 4 discussed CNN layers. 

Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. 

 

II. APPROACHES TO CROWD DETECTION SYSTEM 

Crowd Detection System consists of Input Data, Approaches, 
Features and Conclusion as shown in Fig. 2. There are various 
approaches have been taken to handle the problem which can 
be broadly divided into detection based approaches, 
regression based approaches, density based approaches. 

A. Detection based approaches 

Detection model tries to determine the number of people by 
identifying a single person and their places at the same time. 
Jones and Snow et al.[14] described as a Scanning window 
pedestrian detector using spatiotemporal information[15]. 
Haar-like filters, absolute difference Haar filter and shifted 
difference filter are three types of filters which used for 
capturing moving objects. Adaboost learning algorithm is 
using to trained eight different pedestrian detectors for eight 
motions[16]. Besides, this algorithm is utilized to exploit both 
movement and appearance data to make and try to arrange the 
moving individual. Leibe et al. [17] presented an algorithm 
for pedestrian detection in crowded scenes uses an algorithm 
to combine local and global features in a potential top-down 
segmentation. Their experiments indicated that they are 
dependent on the system and pedestrians can be severely 
localized, even after severe overlapping. 

 

Figure 2. General Structure of Crowd Detection System 

Lin et al. [18] proposed a detection technique for the crowded 
estimates through wavelet templates and vision-based 
technologies. The Haar Wavelet Transform (HWT) work was 
carried out to extract the feature's specification of head shape. 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was carried out for a 
featured area so that it can be categorized as the presence and 
absence of head. This method was limited during complex 
situations when the head was not clear and proved heavy 
computational load on real-time applications [19]. Zhao and 
Nevatia [20] presented a 3D human shape model to recognize 
and look for crowded individuals. Their proposed technique 
depends on the head top detection by separating the 
foreground blobs. Likewise, a Maximum A Posteriori 
problem was formulated for identification and tracking 
problem of people. There is an occlusion problem to prevent 
the joint likelihood of different people based on the approach 
of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).   

Rabaud and Belongie [21] proposed a technique of dividing 

movements to be generated by numerous examples of a 

person in a crowd. Implemented a Kanade Lucas Tomasi 

(KLT) tracker[22] which is highly parallelized which used to 

extract an expensive arrangement of low-level features to 

identify the object which is in moving the state from the 

scene. In addition, KLT tracker is to distinguish the number 

of objects moving in a single scenario, the trajectory set is 

integrated with the temporal and spatial filter through the 

clustering method. Sidla et al. [23] presented a movement 

detection and tracking device to measure individual in very 

crowded situations. They developed an algorithm which 

recognizes human head-shoulder regions (Ω-like shape) and 

masked by region of interest (ROI) filter to recognize human 

in the crowd. The Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT) tracking 

point and Kalman filter are used to calculating the co-

occurrence matrix feature vector for active size model to 

analyzed pedestrian movement. Detection based approach 

successful in the low-density crowd and affected in the high-
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density crowd. Detection based approach successful in a low-

density crowd and affected by a high-density crowd. 

B. Regression  based approaches 

Regression based approach works on local image patches 
which extract mapping between features for counting 
purpose. There are various features to encode low-level 
information such as foreground features, edge features texture 
and gradient features. These methods capture local and global 
properties of the scene such as Local Binary Pattern (LBP), 
Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), Gray Level Co-
occurrence Matrices (GLCM) to improve results. After 
extracting local and global features, different regression 
techniques are applied such as linear regression, ridge 
regression, the neural network to learn to map for crowd 
counting purpose[2]. Idrees et al. [24] identified not a single 
feature and detection method is enough reliable to provide 
sufficient information to accurately calculate the presence of 
the high-density problem hence they proposed Fourier 
analysis along with head detection and SIFT interest point or 
some different methods to extract features. 

C. Density  based approaches 

Density based approach tries to learn the linear mapping 
between local path features and corresponding object density 
maps. But, observing that it is difficult to learn linear 
mapping. Pham et al. [25] proposed to learn a non-linear 
mapping between local patch features and density maps. 
Random Forest Regression from multiple image patches is 
used to vote for densities of multiple target options.  

III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWROK BASED 

METHODS 

Convolutional Neural Network based methods consist of 

deep learning approaches for crowd detection and density 

analysis. CNN uses for learning non-linear functions from 

crowd images to counts. Various methods have been 

proposed in the literature as follows. CNN performs two 

types of methodology such as patch based which training 

based on patches of images of different sizes and whole 

image based which works on the whole image.  

CNN was firstly applied by Wang et al. [7] and Fu et 

al. [26] were among the first who applied CNNs for the 

task of crowd density estimation. Wang et al.[7] applied end-

to-end deep CNN regression model for counting people from 

high dense crowded images. He developed AlexNet network 

which replaced fully connected layer of 4096 neurons with 

single neuron for predicting crowd. His approach comes in 

patch-based inference process. Fu et al.[26] Classified the 

image into five classes: very high, high, medium, low and 

very low density instead estimating density maps. His 

approach comes in patch-based inference process. C. Zhang 

et al.[27] proposes to learn a map of pictures for crowding 

calculations and adapt this mapping to new target scenes for 

cross-scene counting. Initially, studied their network by 

training two objectives: The estimated objectives of 

predicting the density and density of the crowd. His approach 

comes in patch-based inference process.  

Y. Zhang et al. [3] proposed Multi-Column Convolutional 

Neural Network (MCCNN) architecture allows the image to 

be arbitrary size or resolution. To model the density maps 

corresponding to heads of different scales it uses filters for 

each column of different sizes. His approach comes in whole 

image based inference process. Rather than the above 

techniques that use patch based inference process. Shang et 

al.[28] using CNN proposed an end-to-end count estimation 

technique. Rather than cropping the image into patches, their 

method uses the whole image as input and gives output the 

final crowd count. Zeng et al. [4] proposed a novel Multi-

Scale Convolutional Neural Network (MSCNN) for single 

image crowd counting. It used extracting scale relevant 

features from crowd images using a single column network 

based on the multi-scale blob. Kang et al. [5] proposed CNN-

pixel and FCNN-skip architecture. CNN-pixel is pixel-wise 

prediction using CNN.  FCNNskip is Fully Convolutional 

Neural Network with skip branches. Produced the highest 

quality density map for localization tasks, with slight 

degradation for the counting task. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF CNN LAYERS 

Convolutional Neural Network consists of a sequence of 
layers. There are mainly 3 types of layers to build architecture 
such as the Convolutional layer, Pooling layer, and Fully-
connected layer. Architecture consist of Input - Convolution - 
ReLU - Pooling - Fully Connected. 

A. Input layer 

The 32 x 32 x3 will hold the raw pixel estimations of the 
image of width 32, height 32, and 3 colour channels consist of 
Red, Green, Blue. 

B. Covolutional layer 

This will figure the output of neurons which are associated 
with the local area in the input, each computing a dot product 
of their weight and an input volume. This may bring about 
volume, for example, 32 * 32 * 12 for 12 filters. It convolves 
input frame with linear sliding filters to create response maps. 

    ∑  

 

   

      

where, Xi is the feature map of input, wi = 
[Wi1, Wi2,......, Wik] indicates filter, xi = input filter, bi 
indicates bias. 

C. Rectified Linear Units layer 

ReLU is the acronym of Rectified Linear Units. This layer 
applies the non-saturating activation function. The ReLU 
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function is f(x) = max(0; x). This layer leaves the size of the 
volume unchanged 32 x 32 x 12. 

D. Pooling layer 

Pooling executes a down sampling operation along with 
width and height, resulting in volume such as 16 x 16 x 12. In 
next layer of pooling layer, it combines the outputs of neuron 
clusters at one layer into a single neuron. Max pooling uses 
the maximum value from each of a cluster of neurons at the 
prior layer. Average pooling uses the average value from each 
of a cluster of neurons at the prior layer. 

E. Fully-Connected layer 

The fully Connected layer will compute the class scores. 
High-level reasoning in the neural network is done by fully 
connected layers. Layer requires a fixed number of inputs and 
outputs to convert response maps as close to the ground 
truth[7]. 

V. DATASETS 

INRIA dataset: INRIA dataset is available on 
http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/ The dataset is divided 
into two forms such as, the original image with the 
corresponding annotation file, and the positive images of 
64x128 pixel format with negative images. 

Mall dataset: Mall dataset is available on 
http://personal.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/∼ccloy/downloads_mall_datase
t.html. It consists of over 60,000 individuals on road were 
labelled in 2000 video images. 

Caltech pedestrian dataset: Caltech dataset is 
available on http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Data 
sets/CaltechPedestrians/. It consist of 64x128 pixel format of 
images shows human. 

PETA dataset: PETA dataset is available on 
http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/projects/PETA.html. It consists 
of 19000 images, with the resolution of 17x39 to 169x365 
pixels. Those 19000 images include 8705 humans, each 
annotated with 61 binary and 4 multi-class attributes. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Crowd detection and density estimations are one of the 
challenging problems of computer vision and machine 
learning. There are three approaches such as Detection-based 
approach, Regression-based approach, Density-based 
approach. The deep learning model is very efficient for crowd 
counting and analysis where we discussed on some methods 
of Convolutional Neural Network which is our basic 
framework to learn efficient features for counting. It is an 
end-to-end training method which performs a whole image 
based inference. To get better performance of crowd 
counting, it requires large labelled dataset. 
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